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In Britain there had been a fear of
German aggression and invasion
since the late 1 9th Century, egged on
by the popular press and novels, of
which Erskine Childers’ “The Riddle of
the Sands” is perhaps the best known
but not the most shocking. These events
were exacerbated by the expansion of
the German navy which had led to the
naval race which in turn increased these
fears still further.

All of this led to plans to resist such
attacks along the east coast being
proposed well before 1914. Possible
landing beaches in the Thames and
Medway estuaries had been identified by
1904 and the weapons available to resist
invasion and their locations listed.

Following the outbreak of war plans to
construct defences in Kent, Surrey,
Essex, up the East Coast and around
London in response to the threat were
implemented. In Swale work in the
Newington area began in earnest in the
first week of January 1915, when the
2/6th Kent (Fortress) Company of the
Royal Engineers arrived to start work
and were billeted on the villagers.
Initially infantry from the West Kent’s
came in daily by train to carryout the less
skilled physical work. Both the REs and
the West Kent’s were part of the
Territorial Force (TF), the forerunner of
the Territorial Army.

The importance of these works is
obvious when Cabinet Reports and the
letters and reports of Field Marshal Lord
French, CinC Home Forces, are read.
All stress the lack of training and poor or
no weapons of the units responsible for
home defence. Their artillery was in an
even worse state, in 1915 three divisions
were without artillery; and the rest armed
with any antiquated weapon that could
be obtained.

These defensive works eventually
consisted of trenches, machine gun
emplacements, redoubts, strong points,
tunnels, artillery batteries, headquarters
buildings, pillboxes and a telephone
system. What is obvious to those who
have seen what remains of these works
is how expertly they were sited, designed
and built. They were not intended
primarily to defeat the enemy but to
delay, harass and deny them the use of
major roads until the main field army
arrived to deliver a massive counter
stroke. Three home defence armies
were formed each responsible for the
defence of its section of the country, in
total about 500,000 men by wars end.

As late as March 1917 the Admiralty
stated that Germany still had the
capability to land 160,000 men in the
British Isles as the Royal Navy could not
seriously interrupt landings for up to 36
hours after the invasion fleet had been
sighted.

Perhaps outside the remit of this piece
the defence plans included the
evacuation of civilians from the
threatened areas, the sabotage of plant
and equipment that could have been of
use to the enemy, in a way that would
allow the equipment to be quickly
restored upon victory.

Although at wars end the trenches were
backfilled and the works removed aerial
and satellite images show that most
endure as buried archaeological. The
more permanent structures, such as the
pillbox on the front cover remain to show
what was there to those who look.
Fortunately the Sappers left a series of
maps which show the location of the
defences backed up by photographs of
the works, which allows this to be done.

The Battle of Britain that Never Was



The main purpose of the defence line
in the Newington area was to delay an
invading force and deny it the use of
the London Road (now the A2) at its
junction with the Maidstone Road (now
the A249) and the railway. Fire trenches
and other works formed what in the
Second World War were commonly
known as stop lines.

From the modern A249 to the track
which the tour now follows were three
lines of fire trenches. Although there is
little if anything to see on the surface the
track was built over the trench, see fig 2
the 1919 map overlaid onto a modern
one. It will be seen that the trench is
doglegged and, in part at least, seems to
follow the contours of the ground.

Both ends of “Tippet Trench” the second
line fire trench west of Rook Lane and
south of the A2 incorporated a square
pillbox. The southern one can be seen
to the east (left) of the track in the middle
of the field and seems to have been
intended as strong point or anchor for
the end of the trench.

The land by the mound of earth we pass
was designated as the location an
advanced position for a 60pr battery,
see fig 27 below, with another three
batteries within 400m. and others within
500 to 1000m, not including the
prepared batteries. Given the availability
of artillery or rather lack of it in the early
stages of the war these possibly date
from its latter years.

Fig 2. Map of part of the WWI
Defences around Newington on a
modern map (KCC)

Site 1 ) Keycol Hill – Third Line Fire Trench



Cranbrook Wood is in the northern
section of the Hearndon Lines which
were the defensive works of the
Cromas Wood Field Gun Battery.

The strong point of defence of
Cranbrook Wood is the Cranbrook
Redoubt this, like the other redoubts
known to have formed part of the Swale
defences, seems to have been intended
for a variety of functions. This was one
of the smaller redoubts and unlike the
larger redoubts which had open
breastwork firing positions on top of the
covered fire trenches, could only fire on
one level. This one was really little more
than four, possibly, covered trenches in a
rough square with MG emplacements at
the corners, see fig 3. These could
though give fire support to the trenches

to the east and south and could possibly
enfilade part of the area in front of the
fire trench protecting Cromas Wood and
battery. It could also bring fire down on
the open ground to its north. It must be
remembered that troops would have
created effective fields of fire by
removing the undergrowth and trees, the
timber from of these would have been
needed to construct the works

The tour will walk through the wood
stopping to look at the remains of what is
thought to be the redoubt’s North West
MG emplacement. On leaving the wood
we will see Cromas Wood and the rising
ground leading up to Cromas Battery (2
Naval 12pr. guns),see fig 4, before
walking to see the Tunnel Hill site, from
a distance.

Fig 3. The Remains of Cranbrook
Redoubt (Anstee 2013)

Fig 4. The Site of the Cromas
Battery (Anstee 2013)

Site 2) Cranbrook Wood – Cranbrook Redoubt



“Tunnel Hill” was named by the
military for the tunnels they dug
under it in the sandy soil ( the site
has been used as a sand quarry in
recent years). The Tunnels, see figs 5,
6, 7, 8 & 9, were built under the hill to
the South (left) of the modern path.
They were built to allow access to fire
trenches and covered MG
emplacements.

The MGs, which were accessed via the
tunnels, dominated the Stockbury Valley
around Danaway and could effectively

block the road to and from Maidstone,
see fig 7, to anything but tanks. Once
again the trees, which today hide much
of the road from view, would have been
removed.

The tunnels themselves, which are
shown in the 1919 photographs, figs 8 &
9, were up to 200 yards long, the maps
do not show the name “Tunnel Hill”,
however the photographs taken by the
Royal Engineers do. Measuring the
tunnels on the overlay maps allowed
Tunnel Hill to be precisely located and
identified.

Fig 5. The embrasure of a
MG Emplacement in the
Tunnel Hill area. (Royal
Engineers Museum, Library
& Archive  REMLA)

Fig 6. Construction of a
covered MG Emplacement
(Anstee)

Site 3) Tunnel Hill – MG Emplacements



Fig 7. A modern map
showing Tunnel Hill (the
complex at the bottom) and
the Cromas and Cranbrook
Woods works. (KCC)

Fig 8. The entrance to the East tunnel
on Tunnel Hill (Left: REMLA)

Fig 9. The Underground Communication
Trench onTunnel Hill (Below: REMLA)



“Observation Hill” was a strong point,
with an observation post, forming part
of the first line of defence, the site of
which can be seen from the footpath
today. It consisted of four MG
emplacements, a bombers pit, the
northern (upper) of the two green
triangles in fig 10, a dugout entered from
either end via a tunnel or trench and the
Observation Post, the other green
triangle. The name seems to give its
primary function, to direct the fire of guns
in the area. The hill was identified
because of the photograph, fig 12 below,
of the Bomber’s Pit, which was the only
one shown in this area. Another strong
point, Griffiths Redoubt, was just to the
east linking to the front line Boys Trench

which ran towards the communication
trench opposite Rook Lane, linking it to
Tippet Trench.

Located on high ground the MGs in
these two strong points would have
supported the light advanced defensive
works, see fig 13, built around and
above Chestnut Street running to south
west of Oad Street. These were really a
group of small strong points and
pillboxes linked, or intended to be linked
by barbed wire entanglements. The
area which could be fired on included in
the area east of Chestnut Street called in
the photographs “Salisbury Plain”, an
axis of advance to attack either the
advanced works or the main line.

Site 4) Observation Hill – Strong Point

Fig 1 0. The 1919 Observation Hill Defence Works (KCC)



Fig 11 . A front Line Trench on Observation Hill (REMLA)

Fig 1 2. The Bombers Pit on Observation Hill (REMLA)

Fig 1 3. View from Observation Hill looking toward the Advanced Works above Chestnut Street
(Below: Anstee 2013)



The square pillbox on Wormdale
Farm, fig 1 4, is one of eight built
around Newington, Chestnut Street
and Stockbury. Although called square
all measure 9 feet by 10 feet and all
eight were of the same basic design, see
fig 16 for details, having between one
and three embrasures of differing sizes.
The Wormdale pillbox is just off the map
fig 7 above at the end of the trench
bottom left. Like the rest of the Swale
works it is not known exactly when they
were built but most authorities agree that
the British Army discovered the pillboxes
the Germans were using in 1917 and
started to build their own in the latter part
of that year; and this seems a good
supposition for the building of these.

It may be possible, if time allows to see
the nearby “Westfield Shaw Pillbox”. Fig
17 shows its entrance in 1919 and
explains why the entrance seems so low
in fig 18.

The embrasures appear to have been
intended for use by either rifles or Lewis
light machine guns, as none could take a

Vickers MG tripod. The size of one or
two seem to indicate that they were
intended purely for Lewis guns.

With one exception, the Hill Green Farm
Pillbox shown in fig 15, all pillboxes have
embrasures with stepped sides, usually
with the original timber cladding still
attached. The steps were intended to
prevent bullets being funnelled inside the
box, whilst the timber was intended to
absorbed fragments of bullet and chips
of concrete. Without these measures
the Hill Green Pillbox might well have
been a death trap for those using it, if
attacked by MG fire.

All these pillboxes except one are extant,
the exception was near Chestnut Street
and was demolished in the late 1990s.
In the 1920s a house had been built very
close to it, so close that it was very
difficult to get large objects through the
back door. The householder tells of it
taking six men two weeks to complete
the demolition using pneumatic and
hand tools. Surely a testament to the
Royal Engineers who built it and to the
quality of the materials they used.

Site 5) Wormdale Farm – Square Pillbox

Fig 1 4. Wormdale Farm Pill Box
(Author 2013)

Fig 1 5. Embrasure of Hill Green Pill Box
(Author 2013)



Fig 1 6. Plans of
the Square Pillbox
(Above: REMLA)

Fig 1 7. Entrance
to the pillbox, in
The Westfield
Shaw Trench
(Left::REMLA)

Fig 1 8. The same
entrance today.
(Right: Author
2013)



There was a fire trench which ran
around and through Stockbury across
Parsonage Farm and on to Beaux Aires.
However the main point of interest here
is Oval Pillbox No 4, figs 19 & 20. The
maps of the Swale defences show that
five of these were constructed. To date
three have been located this one and
two at Beaux Aires, of the remainder two
one is not where the map shows it to be,
whilst the woods where the other should
be have yet to be fully searched.

These are important as they are the only
pillboxes of this design known, of the two
at Beaux Aires one is in a poor condition
with the concrete cracked and degraded;
the other is a little better. The one at
Stockbury is the best of the three and it
looks as though a little more care was
taken in its construction. Unlike the
square pillboxes these were constructed
to mount two Vickers MGs on triangular
platforms made to fit the gun’s tripod,
one is missing from Oval Pillbox No 4.

Like many of these defence works they
had barbed wire entanglements
protecting them. This is true of Beaux
Aires but at Parsonage Farm the wire is
in front of the trenches but to the rear of
the pillbox. Fig 22 shows a barbed wire
entanglement typical of those erected in
this area.

We hope to visit this pillbox but this is a
working farm and conditions may
prevent the visit, if so we will visit one of
the other Oval pillboxes. You will be
able to enter pillbox No4 but care MUST
be taken as the farmer has placed sharp
flints in the threshold to keep the
livestock out.

Clockwise below:

Fig 1 9. The Embrasures (Anstee 2013)

Fig 20. The Entrance (Anstee 2013)

Fig 21 . What the pillboxes would have looked
like when camouflaged. Oval Pillbox No 3
Beaux Aires (REMLA)

Fig 22. Barbed Wire Entanglements Protecting
the Beaux Aires Pillboxes (REMLA)

Site 6) Parsonage Farm, Stockbury:- Oval Pillbox No 4



Site 7) Stockbury Castle – “Church Battery”

Fig 23. The
Battery
Observation
Post, Church
Battery
Stockbury (Left:
REMLA)

Fig 24. The
medieval
earthworks of
the Castle used
in WWI (Right
above: REMLA)

Fig 25. One of
the battery MG
emplacements
ready for action
(Right below:
REMLA)

Although all of the battery’s works are within the castle’s scheduled monument site the photographs and map refer to it as Church Battery.  This is because battery was on  Church Farm; and alongside the church.  

The medieval earthworks were put to good use to form the defences of this battery, showing that a good tactical position in the 11th or 12th Century was equally as good a position in the 20th.  The map, fig 31, shows the site layout, the guns (two Naval 12-pr on land carriages) being placed on the second highest section of the old Castle works, with trenches and breastworks a little lower to the front and at the same height as or higher than the guns to the side.  Six MG emplacements defended the battery and the photographs refer to the earthworks as Roman; and the Sappers appear to have had no qualms about digging into “2000 year old” works as at least one dugout is mentioned in the photographs. 


The MG emplacements also appear to have been dug into these “Roman” works.  Fig 24 shows what is thought to be an unfinished embrasure for one of these emplacements, at first this was thought to have been the entrance but then it was realised that as it faced the enemy this would have been very unlikely.

Whist at the Castle you will be shown the remains of a demolished breastwork and the probable location of one or two of the MG emplacements.  What are believed to be the gun positions will also be seen and what seems to be a gun pit.

Fig 23 shows the battery observation post in a tree, the caption states that the picture was taken in winter but that in summer it was quite invisible.  Were they then only expecting an attack in summer?  The answer is yes, a number of reports state that the Germans could only land on open beaches, which would have been impossible in winter gales and a short sharp campaign was expected.




Fig 26. Stockbury Church Battery (KCC)
Fig 27. Sites proposed for gun batteries south of Newington. (REMLA) Key: Red Triangles
Howitzers; Red Circles  Field Guns; Red Circles with Black Dot  60 pounders; Red
Square  6 inch Naval Guns; Red Diamond  12 pr Naval Gun; Black Circle with Arrow 
Observation Post



SHEPPEY

‘Barbed Wire Island’

Crossing into Sheppey takes us into an area evocatively known during the
Great War as ‘Barbed Wire Island’, because of the proliferation and visibility
of this spiky anti-personnel obstacle in its extensive anti-invasion defences.

The strategic importance of Sheppey
lay in the presence of the Sheerness
Dockyard and naval base at Garrison
Point. Indeed, at the outbreak of the
war Sheerness, and its partner at
Chatham, were the only naval bases
with an outlet to the North Sea, across
which a naval attack or an invasion from
Germany would come.

Moreover, the Thames which formed
that outlet, was the river artery to and
from London on which the nation
depended for the import of essential
foodstuffs and other supplies. With
longrange guns crossing their fire with
those at Grain, Allhallows and
Shoeburyness, the batteries at
Sheerness played a key role in the
defence of the military ports of the
Thames and Medway.

Within this strategic consideration,
Sheerness would have been a prize for
an enemy, either from its destruction or

better, its seizure for their own use. An
enemy occupied Sheppey, with
Sheerness as a port for resupply, would
also have offered a base from which to
launch an attack on the Kentish
mainland as well as a place from which
to blockade the river. Sheerness and
Sheppey had, therefore, to be defended
not only against naval bombardment
from the river but a landing along the
coast from which a force could advance
to occupy the dockyard.

Behind a naval local defence flotilla of
destroyers, torpedo boats and
submarines, the main defences on land
were a formidable Thamesfacing line of
gun batteries and an epic sequence of
fieldworks zigzagging along and behind
the north coast of the island. The latter
were constructed by the Royal
Engineers, the Kings Royal Rifle Corps
and the Rifle Brigade. Elements of these
two rifle regiments were encamped on
the island for much of the war.

Fig 1 . Map of the
defences on Sheppey
(Richard Taylor, KCC,
2014)



Giving meaning to its nickname, a
traveller’s first experience of Sheppey
from the land would have been to pass
through vast belts of barbed wire
enclosing either end of the old road and
rail bridge over the Swale which
connected the island to the mainland
(Fig 2 above: Plan of the barbed wire
defences securing Kingsferry, Richard
Taylor KCC, 2014).

Just 800 yards to the north was a
second, military pontoon bridge, whose
middle section could be disconnected
and floated out of line to let friendly river
traffic pass through. (Fig 3 below: The
military pontoon bridge just to the north
of Kingsferry, REMLA).

As Sheppey became a restricted military
security zone, guards required
inspection of security passes before they
would let anyone enter or leave.

Site 1 - Defended crossing over the Swale and the pontoon bridge



In the marshes, close to the old bridge road which darted north across the island
was a defended farm building and a circular blockhouse which helped protect it.

Fig 4 below: Plan of circular blockhouse at Straymarsh (Victor Smith, 2014)

Site 2 - Straymarsh blockhouse

Backed by a rampart, the waterfilled gash of Queenborough Lines, made in the
1860s to defend Sheerness dockyard and naval base from attack from the land,
was also brought back into service. It was secured at either end by barbed wire
entanglements and strongpoints.

Fig 5 below: Map of the Queenborough Lines defences (Richard Taylor, KCC,
2014)

Site 3 - Queenborough Lines



The anti-warship guns

Fronted with pillboxes and a waterfilled
ditch as well as being festooned with
barbed wire, the batteries of antiwarship
firepower at the beginning of the war
were concentrated in the 1,200 yards
running east from Garrison Point. At the
latter is the brooding granite edifice of
Garrison Point Fort on the roof of which
3 x 6inch calibre and 2 X 12pounder
quickfirers were mounted in concrete
emplacements. Further along, past the
Indented Lines (2 x 12prs) and
Albemarle Battery (4 x 12 prs), stand the
concrete Martellolike gun towers in the
Centre Bastion, which had a single 4.7
inch gun on the roof of either.

Between them is a houselike gunfire
direction building for the general
armament at Sheerness.

See Fig 6 Left: The Martellolike gun
tower at centre Bastion (REMLA).

Past the then disarmed curtain battery
and No. 1 Bastion and on the other
side of the waterfilled ditch where it
turned to defend the entrance to the
dockyard, was the mighty Ravelin
Battery, removed to make way for a

Tesco store. It was armed with 9.2inch
guns, the heaviest at Sheerness.

See Fig 7 Below: Ravelin Battery
(REMLA).

The size of the guns depended on their
firemissions. The smaller 12pounder
and 4.7inch guns could defend against
an attack by torpedo boats and
destroyers and the larger 6inch medium
guns destroyers and cruisers whereas
the heavy 9.2inch guns, were powerful
enough to take on a battleship. All were
also intended to blow enemy
bombardment vessels and approaching
troop landing vessels out of the water.
Their ranges varied between 8000 to
17000 yards.

Just offshore were
minefields, whose
individual mines could be
exploded electrically from
the shore when an
enemy vessel was seen
to pass over them.
Further downstream in
the estuary there were
tethered naval mines and
antisubmarine nets.

Site 4 - The Seafront defences at Sheerness



The continuing fieldwork line

After Ravelin Battery, the barbed wire
line, punctuated with interval concrete
machinegun pillboxes to fire on enemy
landing vessels, snaked east along the
esplanade to the rising ground at
Scrapsgate. Thereafter it continued
atop the clay cliffs to Warden Point,
further reinforced by trenches,
breastworks and by redoubts sited on
points of commanding high ground.
There was an inland spur along the way
at Minster where there was also a
bayonet practice ground.

In this sector there were also enclosed
emplacements for 15pounder field
guns, positioned to fire on possible
landing places and the routes inland for
an invader. The siting of the fieldworks
was to act as a brake on attackers
advancing inland and to trap them into
lethal killing fields where the machine
gun and the rifle could do their work.
Even the coastal artillery could be turned
in all directions to obliterate attackers on
the beaches, in the coastal hinterland as
well as inland.

Fig 8. The barbed wire
entanglements at Cheyney Rock
(REMLA)

Fig 9. Infantry trenches at
Scrapsgate (REMLA)

Fig 1 0. A 15pr gun in a disguised
emplacement at Merryman's Hill
(REMLA)



Inserted into the fieldwork line at
Swanley Farm survives the squat
concrete solidity of Fletcher Battery.
This mounted 2 x 9.2in. guns, each of
which fired from a rotating carriage.
With its wide field of fire, this battery was
added in 1918 to better command the
estuarial approaches.

Its two semicircular emplacements
joined by a parapet wall over its
magazines, are now hemmed in by the
caravans of a leisure park. But
assertively rising on its right flank is a
rectangular rangefinding building for the
battery. It once had on its roof a pivoting
30ft long tubular Barr and Stroud optical

range finder to find the distance to the
target for the guns to fire.

As the barbed wire line progressed east
from Fletcher Battery it reached Warden
Point where it was elaborated into a
layered complex of defences, with
another inland spur to St. Clements
Church.

Thereafter the line descended to
Leysdown to secure the railway station,
with an inward projection to Priory Hill
and Newhouse. The wire ran along the
beach to the coastguard station at
Shellness which was wired as a
terminating redoubt and strengthened
with 3 pillboxes.

Site 5 - Fletcher Battery

Fig 11 . Map of the Warden Point
complex of defences (Richard Taylor,
KCC, 2014)



Various high points were chosen as
observation posts. Among them was the
church at Minster, our last visit for the
day. From the top of the gatehouse may
be seen a broad vista, from which it is
possible to better understand why and
where the defences were placed.

Other defences

As well as the land defences and the
naval local defence flotilla which

patrolled the estuary, chased off
submarines and cleared sea mines,
there were also air defences. The latter
comprised a network of antiaircraft
guns, searchlights and interceptor and
patrol airfields. The main one was at
Eastchurch, which worked in tandem
with air stations at Grain, Hoo and down
the coast Westgate, as well with others
in Essex. There were numerous air
alerts on Sheppey and several bombing
raids.

Site 6 - Roof viewing platform of the Minster Gatehouse

Fig 1 2. Fletcher
Battery, with the fire
control building on
the right (REMLA)

Fig 1 3. The
Shellness defended
port (REMLA)




